
Everything in videotape cleaners and accessories.

Got a VCR? You need a cleaner!

Dirt, dust and oxides are the main causes for damage to

videotapes and poor picture playback. Regular cleaning

protects your tapes and extends the useful life of your VCR.

Even if you have a "self-cleaning" VCR, you need a cleaning

VHS wet -process cleaner
Safely cleans your VCR for better performance.
Also cleans air-cooling grooves. Non-abrasive.
Includes fluid. 44-1230 9 99

Get the VideoBRUSH- advantage! Safely
and effectively cleans where other cleaners
can't reach. Our #44-1203 VideoBRUSH
cleaner system uses 30,000 soft, absorbant
filaments which custom fit the delicate video
head, drum assembly and crucial air grooves.

cassette. The cleaning mechanism in those VCRs doesn't

thoroughly clean the gaps and grooves of the critical drum

area. In addition, the cleaning pads on self-cleaning VCRs

become dirty over time and lose their effectiveness.
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WAVETAPE'u cleans
above and below
where Others miss.

VHS "wave action" cleaning tape
Specially designed tape shape improves picture quality by cleaning above and below tape path-a
critical dirt build-up area missed by most cleane7s. Non-abrasive, non -shedding material with
woven -embossed construction for reliable results. 44-1229 12.99

VHS VideoBRUSH- cleaner
Our best! 30,000 brush filaments gently
clean air-cooling grooves on both VCRs
and camcorders, as well as video heads.
44-1203 16.99

VHS -C VideoBRUSH cleaner
Our best! Same as #44-1203 cleaner at left
but for VHS -C camcorders.
44-1216 14.99

8mm VideoBRUSH cleaner
Same as #44-1203 cleaner at left but for
8mm cameras and players.
44-1204 14.99

Videocassette rewinders, covers, storage and more
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RCA VHS -C to VHS adapter.
Allows you to play your VHS -C
videotapes in a VHS VCR.
16-2400 29.99

Deluxe VHS winder.
Rewinds, fast -forwards tapes
at counterbalance -controlled
speed to prevent excess
tension. Digital counter, auto -
stop, automatic soft -eject.
44-1222 29.99

Relabeling kit. Ten
adhesive label sets. For
VHS or Beta tapes.
44-1103 199

Slim -design VHS
rewinder.
Counterbalance -
controlled rewinding
mechanism protects
tapes. Automatic
stop, soft eject.
44-1223.... 19.99

Bulk tape eraser. Improves video
recording quality by eliminating
all previously recorded signals. Fast
and efficient. Perfect for video and
audiotapes, including metal. Plus it
protects your privacy by completely
erasing most tapes and computer
disks in 10 seconds. UL listed AC.
44-233 36.99


